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Execu�ve Summary
The global economy is significantly impacted by the Oil-and-Gas 
sector as it produces numerous forms of fuel as well as a variety of 
vital chemicals that play a very dominant role in the Global Economy.

The refining of petroleum involves a variety of methods. These, for 
instance, include: 

Chemical sweetening, hydrotrea�ng, and hydrodesulfuriza�on

Conversion procedures like polymeriza�on, cracking, and  
        alkyla�on

Management of feedstock and products.

The Oil-and-Gas industry is quickly transi�oning to a new genera�on 
and a vision of using the latest & greatest from analy�cs & data 
science. The expansion of Oil-and-Gas units' capacity and the 
enhancement of its chemical produc�on process may result in 
considerable economic gains for the sector – and it’s all about 
maximizing the produc�on of key products by controlling the wastage 
and reducing the produc�on of undesirable components. 

This white paper aims to outline the most common op�miza�on 
methods and the associated challenges of adapta�on and how the 
envisaged approach can solve some of these on-ground challenges.

Problem Statement: Challenges to Op�miza�on of 
Hydrocarbon Produc�on

Op�mizing hydrocarbon produc�on in oil and gas fields is frequent-
ly limited by various factors such as reservoir condi�ons, pipeline 
network deliverability, facility fluid handling capacity, safety 
considera�ons, and downstream constraints including supply chain 
or economic considera�ons from the commodity as well as paper 
trading or a combina�on of all these considera�ons. The ask from 
field & plant operators is to devise op�mal opera�ng strategies to 
achieve certain opera�onal goals, which can vary from field to field 
and over spread and �meline. Typically, one may wish to maximize 
daily produc�on rates or minimize produc�on costs.
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Op�miza�ons  

Profit refers to the total income earned by the enterprise during a 
specified period, while profitability refers to the opera�ng efficiency 
of the enterprise. Profitability is an indicator of the company’s 
ability to generate earnings. Margin is calculated by subtrac�ng the 
costs at comple�on (feedstock + �me and expenses lodged + �me 
resourced and future expenses) from the revenue at comple�on 
(invoiced already + forecast to be invoiced).

Yield is directly propor�onal to margin but inversely propor�onal to 
energy consump�on.

Yield is a metric that results from dividing the amount of finished 
product by the amount of feedstock, used as input material.

Margin Op�miza�on: 

Following are the possible ways to op�mize the margin:

Producing a sizable volume of high-cost goods from low-cost raw 
materials while using fewer resources and energy

Op�mizing yield without changing the quality and quan�ty of 
feedstock, or the energy consump�on.

limi�ng waste, or minimizing the loss of feedstock or finished 
products during produc�on

Reducing energy consump�on by op�ng for different energy 
sources such as changing steam turbine drivers to motors (power 
source from renewable energy) 

Limi�ng manual interven�on using automa�on 

Yield Op�miza�on:

Feed 
Stock

As per above picture Yield = Product / Feedstock.

Processing 
Unit

Waste

Product

O� – Spec 
Product

Recycling Material
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Let’s take a deeper dive into the various methods, outlined below, 
which can help in op�mizing the yield and achieve the various 
objec�ves as outlined above:

Input 
Kinetic Mode

ΔU = q + w

Expected  
quality/Quantity 

of Product

Following are the possible approaches towards Yield op�miza�on: 

Op�mizing Yield by Increasing the feedstock– Increasing feedstock, 
thereby increasing the final product, is one of the simplest ways to 
boost yield. However, in opera�onal plants, there are restric�ons on 
increasing feedstock limitlessly. Since there are equipment design 
restric�ons, limi�ng the processing capabili�es of very large 
quan��es of feedstock, the opera�ng units can’t hold or process the 
feedstock beyond their design capacity. 

Op�mizing yield by using higher-quality feedstock – In some cases, 
using premium feedstock results in the overall usage of lower energy 
while producing higher yields. The produc�on of waste is likewise 
decreased by using premium feedstock. Due to the high price of 
premium or high-quality feedstock, profitability can 
occasionally be constrained if the premium-quality feedstock is used.

Op�mizing yield without changing feedstock or energy 
consump�on – This is the most challenging objec�ve amidst all the 
considera�ons since the degree of freedom is very low for altering 
the processing parameters of an opera�ng plant. There could be a 
few marginal values for most opera�ng equipment, and those might 
have been set during the design phase itself thereby, leaving very 
li�le room for further op�miza�on.

Using Kine�c Model or Simulator– IKine�c models use rigorous 
thermodynamic equa�ons to predict yields. This is proprietary 
informa�on from technology suppliers. Most of the �me, it is not 
publicly available.

The objec�ve of chemical process simula�on is to depict a chemical or 
physical transforma�on process using a mathema�cal model that 
incorporates calcula�ons of mass and energy balances along with 
phase equilibrium and chemical kine�cs equa�ons. Process simulators 
are commonly available to facilitate the design, monitoring, and 
troubleshoo�ng of a process unit.
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Start

Build a AI/ML Model

Train the model

Tes�ng & Calibra�ng the Model
Live Plant’ data

Historical data

Kine�c simula�on Model

Expected quality/Quan�ty of Product

Is model giving desired output

No

Hybrid Model for Yield Op�miza�on – A hybrid model is a technique 
for fusing domain knowledge with Data Science, using first principles 
based process simula�on models, and AI/ML techniques. A hybrid 
model uses AI/ML techniques to analyze, project, and predict the 
output, while a simulator uses the predicted analyses from the 
AI/ML technique as an input and further processes to achieve the 
desired yield.

Analysis of the plant data to calculate the product loss with the help 
of the AI/ML method and thermodynamics to detect the root cause 
of issues certainly helps in increasing yield.

By using simula�on and AI/ML models to op�mize throughput of 
each individual unit and tweaking design parameters will roll up to 
the en�re plant’s throughput without changing feedstock or energy, 
thus increasing the yield. This model is par�cularly suitable for plants 
where flow meters and/or sensors are not installed everywhere, and 
helps op�miza�on using combina�on of thermodynamics first 
principles along with AI/ML.

By Using AI/ML – This approach bolsters the hybrid models with 
fast processing and minimal manual interven�on for execu�ng and 
running the model in run �me, since AI/ML models are created and 
trained using available historical data. Once the model has been 
trained to the highest level of accuracy, it runs on a large amount of 
data using a variety of opera�onal parameter combina�ons and 
runs the models repeatedly un�l they produce the best predic�ons. 
Various model accuracy tes�ng mechanisms exist to ascertain the 
desired level of accuracy. In most cases, this is not either or but a 
combined approach classically referred to as ‘Hybrid Model’, which 
uses the best of both worlds to arrive at a more compelling value 
proposi�on.
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Conclusion
We have envisaged providing a high level outline of the op�mizing 
processes used in the Oil-and-Gas industry and the associated 
constraints and challenges for each approach. Our focus was to 
provide an overview of margin op�miza�on considering the most 
common technical and design limita�ons.

Monitoring the plant remotely and taking proac�ve measures on 
some KPIs can reduce material losses at a significant level, and it also 
helps to implement proper planning before cri�cal situa�ons arise 
and thus avoid them. There are several digital monitoring systems 
that are available as tools for assis�ng with the monitoring 
challenges. Whereas, Kine�cs models, hybrid models, and AI/ML 
models or techniques are available as methodologies to predict & 
op�mize the desired goals and yield/margin or on an overall basis, 
the ‘YETQ’ i.e. Yield/Energy/Throughput/Quality values. 

While doing so, our experience says that the kine�c model goes 
through numerous number of steps of rigorous thermodynamic 
calcula�ons, and hence, predic�on through this process is quite 
�me-consuming, but helps significantly for designing a plant wherein 
the plant is yet to be opera�onal or does not have sufficient 
opera�ng data.

Hybrid models overcome this challenge by merging the 
thermodynamics with AI/ML, and the combined approach’s 
turnaround �me is faster than that of a kine�c model. AI/ML-driven 
driven yield op�miza�on & predic�on approach is the demand of the 
day as this approach is stringent and has the capability to achieve 
greater (or similar) accuracy to the Kine�c models with the ability to 
cater & factor in the unforeseen challenges with the least turnaround 
�me & manual interven�on.
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